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Van Wyk: The Land of Afrika is a tropical island with a big land as big as Africa. There is also the darkland of Zwarte Zee and
the Stone Isles, the island with the strange sea and the African continent, with its enormous hyenas. Below the Land of Afrika,
there is another place as big as the African continent, and that is the mighty white Hell which is the home of the extreme
Afrikaners and the pride of Afrika. Learn more at Van Wyk: There is a super-dark-blue jungle with caiman lizards and
abundant fauna. An adventurer can also find a big open field filled with bison-like animals and enormous trees, with a small
lake, the beautiful secluded island of Nachtland and a magic tree. Two huge mountains stand in the distance - the fantastic
Vermijganze on the west and the huge Hottentot Mountain on the east side. Learn more at Van Wyk: Take a glance at the
wonderful Oceania where you can find a luna park, an amazing volcano and a famous crocodile nest in a lagoon. And for the
smaller explorers, there are the incredible lands of in the north there are many underground caves and caverns which you may
explore, and in the south there is a beautiful lagoon full of impressive plants. The legends state that this lake is home to the
notorious Lucifer, but who knows what happens inside. Learn more at Van Wyk: Here lies the wonderful Middle Eastern town
of Sahak, which a traveler can also easily reach by boat or by camel. Its beautiful ruins feature impressive Ziggurat mountains
on top of which stands a nearby temple. This city is made up of the remains of the old empire of Sippar, now known as Babylon.
Travelers will find here an ancient trade street, a section of ancient tunnels and a huge palace called the 'palace of the garden'.
Learn more at Van Wyk: There is a jungle full of the most amazing animals in the land, and by the sea is a beautiful island
inhabited by a small tribe of primitive people. When you get on to the island ba244e880a
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